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Secondary radiation from the wave front is ea/cu/ated in the paper with the use of generalised function
approaeh. The Dirae de/ta impulse ls used as a waveform lor both the piane wave and the spherical pressure
wave. The results have been obtained ana/ytica/ly thanks to panicularly "friendly" features cf the operation
of convolution with the de/ta distribiaion: No appraximations have been needed and both solutions are of
awaited simp/e form, i.e.: the original wave displaced forwards - with the proper time de/ay. Dynamie
equilibrium between the e/astie and the kinetie aspects cf mechanic energy is the on/y condition of undis-
turbed propagation of the wave. Every inhomogeneity of the medium reaehed by the wave breaks the equilib-
rium. giving birth to a new, seattered wave with features depending on boundary conditions related to the
inhomogeneity. The paper gives forma/ mathematical proof to Fresnel intuitive explanation of the mechanism
ojjorward-on/y wave propagation with no backward effeet.

l. Introduction

Wave phenomena seem to be obvious when re-
garded from the point of view of mathematics. The
pIane wave and the spherical one, both fulfil the
wave equation. In the case of the piane wave, the
solution is assumed to depend on mere one Cartesian
coordinate. In the case of the sphericał wave, the
independence of the two angular coordinates of the
spherical system is assumed. Any waveform can be
a solution of the wave equation. The onły condition
is that it shoułd have the second derivative.

When regarded as physical phenomenon, the
wave shows weIl known but somehow mysterious
features. First, it participates in transferring the
disturbance and energy from one place to another,
conserving the previous direction. Second, it does
not change the shape in its travel across the medium.

Acoustic waves in Iiquid media were serving,
during over two centuries, as a model for analysing
aIl the wave phenomena. In particular, Huyghens
and, later, Fresnel where treating the light as a
disturbance in a medium analogous to that of sound
in air [4, 3].

Huyghens' hypothesis saying that each point of
the medium reached by the wave, becomes the
source of a new, secondary wave, seems to be
consistent with the experience, as to the field in front
ofthe wave (upstream). However, it fails behind the
wavefront, as no new disturbance is observed
backwards (downstream) in a homogeneous me-
dium, with no obstacles in it.

For explaining the łatter effect, Huyghens pos-
tulated particular features of hypothetical secondary
sources, namely a directivity depending on the
original direction of the primary wave. In fact, his
famous graphical construction oC the new wavefront
defines a one-zero directivity, of Kronecker's delta
form, as mere the forward envelope of secondary
waves has been taken into account, all the other
possible contributions being simply neglected,

The present paper analyses the classical question
of mechanisms that are being involved in transfer of
the wave disturbance in a medium from one place to
its vicinity, according to the Huyghens' idea. It is
interesting to look and see how the wave reaching a
point "knows" that the propagation should be eon-
tinued in the previous direction, without changing
the shape,
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A new question is being raised as well in the pa-
per: In what conditions the secondary wave gener-
ated in the medium point is really a new one?

The analysis starts from the idea of perfect dual-
ity of the equations of acoustic. The integral formula
equivalent to the elassie Kircbhoff formula, with
slight modification, is developed in the paper on the
basis of straightforward description of the physical
nature of action of virtual sources distributed over an
arbitrary surface.

Twa examples of application of the formuła are
presented. Secondary radiation from the wave front
is całcułated with the use of generalised function
approach. The Dirac dełta impułse used as a wave-
form for both piane wave and spherical pressure one,
represents the most simple and, in the same time, the
most generał form of a wave. First, such a wave is
redueed to its mere front and seeond, calculations
can be generalized to any waveform by the operation
of eonvołution.

2. Fresnel's Hypotbesis And Poisson's Doubts

Fresnel gave a very elear description of the
propagation mechanism, basing on the dnality of the
acoustic wave, Le. on the deformation and the
movement of the medium partieles. His hypothesis
concemed the pIane wave. On the one band, the
loeal overdensity in the wavefront pIane results in
pushing medium partic1es in two opposite directions:
those in front of the wave being pushed forwards,
those behind the wavefront - backwards. On the
other band, tbe łocał movement in the wavefront
piane results in pushing forwards the medium
particles in front and pull ing forwards, as well, those
bebind the wavefront. The superposition of the two
effects leads to doubłe the result in front of the
aetual wave position and to cancel behind. The wave
propagates forwards without leaving any walce
behind, under condition that both effects are equaL

However, Poisson raised a claim that although
the above construction was interesting and, possibly,
was not far from the truth, it needed a mathematic
proof [2]. First, there it was not sure that both effects
were equal and second, even if the Fresnel's expla-
nation were eorrect for the pIane wave, it would not
be satisfactory in the case of spberical wave.

3. Duality or Acoustic Pbenomena

Acoustic wave is a disturbance in the Iiquid me-
dium in which coexist and cooperate two basie
mechanical phenomena - local change of medium
density and local movement ofmedium particles.

Acoustic pressure is a measure of local density
variation, by virtue of the equation of state. Locally
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unbalanced pressure leads to a local change of the
particIe movement (Euler's equation). Locally
unbalanced stream results in a local density change,
Le. in creation ofthe pressure (continuity equation).

The acoustic wave equation is a description of
mutual actions of deformations and movement in the
process of transferring a disturbance across the
medium space. The two types of mechanical energy:
potential one - related to medium deformation and
kinetic one - related to particie movements, have the
same weights. In fact, there is no reason to discrimi-
nate one of the effects (eg. pressure) at cost of the
other. Neither is reasonable to rep lace both effects
by a quantity (velocity potential) pretending to be a
universal representation of acoustic phenomena.

Maurice Jessel postulated and realised in his
book a non-discriminating approach consisting in
equal treatment of acoustic pressure and acoustic
velocity [S]. Both quantities have been analysed as
dual ones without being repłaced by velocity poten-
tial, the latter having been treated as mere mathe-
matic quantity without direct physical interpretation.

Dual approach to the acoustic equations leads to
two forms of wave equations - one related to the
pressure and the other one to the velocity. The
solutions of their inhomogeneous forms - in the

. presence of properly defined respective point
sources, give two types of waves of different fea-
tures: spherical pressure wave and spherical velocity
wave. The properties of each wave reflect the
physicał nature ofthe source [7].

4. Spherical Pressure Wave

Spherical pressure wave has a scalar quantity as
a source, namely the change of the medium matter
tlow p Q' in the source point, where p is the me-
dium density in kg/nr' and Q - the volume flow
(source strength) in m3/s in the source point placed
in the origin.

l 82 8
2'-2 p(x,t)-V2p(x,t)=p-Q(t}5'(x) (l)
c ot at

The pressure p(x,t) in the field takes the form of
the convolution produet of the source quantity and
the impulse Green's function g(r,t) :

( ) o(t-r/c)
g r.t = 4111'

(2)

that is the solution of inhomogeneous wave
equation with, as the second memher, an impulse
source of no particular physical meaning :

l 82
2'-2 g(r,t)-V2g(r,t)=o(t)8(x) (3)
c at



The waveform of the pressure follows the wave-
form of Q' in the source point, with the delay due to
the distance and with the amplitude decreasing with
the distance.

p(x,t)= p~Q(t) �. g(r,t)=L~Q(t-rl c) (4)at 4nr at
The particie velocity accompanying the pressure,

calculated from the Euler equation, have the form
related to the gradient of the Green's function
related to the field point x:

d ( t) 8'(t-r/c}. 8(t-r/c}. (5)-gra xg r, r+ r
4nrc 4nrr2

The velocity being the convolution produet of
the source strength Q and the gradient (5), it is
composed of two terms: the acoustic one - propor-
tional to the pressure, and the hydrodynamie one -
decreasing with squared distance, the waveform of
which follows that ofthe source strength:

v(x,t) = va(X,t)+Vh(X,t)
r[la 1 ]=- --Q(t-rlc)+-Q(t-rlc)

4n re at r2

The two terms point the radial direction, normal
to the wavefront.

S. Spherical Veloclty Wave

The source of the velocity spherica1 wave is re-
lated to a vector quantity, namely a variation of the
force applied in the source point leading to elastic
deformation: JIY F', where Y - medium bulk
modulus in kg/s2m and F - the force in kgm/s':

~ 0: v(x,t)-V2v(x,t)=~~F(t)?(x)
c at yat
In this case the particie velocity v(x, t) has the

form of the convolution produet of the source
quantity and the Green's function g(r,t). The veloc-
ity waveform follows, with the delay, that of F', its
amplitude decreasing with the distance :

v(x,t)= ~~ F(t) �. g(r, t)= _l_~F(t - r Ic) (8)
Y 8t 4nrY Ot

It is worth noting that the velocity vector is no
more radial. It points the direction of the source
vector.

The accompanying pressure is calculated from
the continuity equation as the convolution produet of
the force F and of the gradient of the Green's
function. The result is composed of two terms: an
acoustic one - proportional to the velocity and a
quasi-static one - following the shape of the force F
in the source point. Moreover, the amplitude ofboth
tenns depend of the cosine of the angle between the

vector F and the radial direction r of the field point:

p(x,t) = pAx,t)+ Ph(X,t)
-.i; .;..'[ l a ( l ] (9)

=~ --F\t-r/c)+-F(t-r/c)
4n re at r2

It is worth noting that the symmetry of the equa-
tions and the formulae hide, to some extent, deep
difference between both spherical waves, concerning
their nature and behaviour [7].

(6)

6. Virtual Sourees and Superposition of Their
Field

The source is a singularity in the field. It intro-
duces an energy to a given space region or absorbs
this energy, that leads to its disappearance (in this
case it is a drain). In both cases local conditions are
modified and a disturbance is created. The stream of
the matter and the defonning force introduced by the
quasi-point sources are carriers of kinetic and
potential energy injected from "exterior" into the
infinitesimal region ofthe medium.

It is usually assumed that the secondary sources
postulated by Huyghens, are the virtual surface
sources related to the wavefront. The Helmholz and
Kirehhoff integral fonnulae generalize the aetion of
virtual sources onto an arbitrary hypothetic surface
l:(X.J separating two regions of the field [6, I]. In
fact, they are not sources sensu stricto because they
do not inject energy that would be extemal to the
medium. However, when crossing the separating
surface, the wave energy disappears in one region
and appears in the second one.

Virtual sources distributed on the surface partici-
pate in transferring the energy from near to near. It
should be admitted that each element dI of the
surface l:(x.J plays a double role of a source and a
drain, depending on the position x of the observer
related to the direction of the propagation of the
wave.

(7)

The present author proposed [8] an approach
consisting in attributing to the elements of the
hypothetical surface crossed by the wave, source
quantities analogous to the quantities attributed to
point sources, i.e. volume stream dQI and force
dF I. In fact, the local movement of medium parti-
cles and the pressure proportional to local elastic
defomation recreate the wave disturbance in the
region crossed by the wave.

The volume stream dQI is defined as a scaIar
produet vdI of oriented surface element dI and the
velocity v of particles crossing this element. The
force dFI is defined as pdI, with p heing a local
pressure in the vicinity ofthe surface element

Secondary sources defined above have a par-
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ticular feature making them different from primary
sources. Their orientarion is related to the wave
direction of propagation and depends on the ob-
server's position with respect to the hypothetical
surface. The effect ofthe action of each source have
to be considered separately in two semi-spaces D+
and D- separated by a piane I, tangent to the surface
element dE.

The stream of the medium matter should be eon-
sidered as positive dQ/ by the observer placed in
the halfspace D+ in front of the wave, whereas it is
negative dQi for the observer placed behind the
wave, in the halfspace D-. Mathematic descńption
should be consistent with the above physical obser-
vation, hence the surface element dI ońentation
should be defined twofold, by the inversion of the
normal vector n, as dr -sz« and dI= dIn-o

The contributing pressure wave generated by
such a source is positive in the downstream region
D+ and negative in the upstream region D-. It can be
written in the form analogous to (4):

dpQ (x,t) = p :t«s (xo.t)· ~x - xol,t) (10)

In the same way, the vector source will have two
"faces" . The force dF E due to the local pressure will
have the ońentation following the ońentation of the
surface element dL.

The contributing wave generated by this source
will be the velocity one. The accompanying pressure
can be written as :

dPF(x,t)= -dFf(t). gradxgijx- xol,t) (11)

In every field point x, the pressure dp(x) is com-
posed oftwo terms emitted by the doublets ofvirtual
sources distributed over the surface I(x.,): scalar
sources induced by the movement - pure vector
quantity, and vector sources induced by the local
change of density - pure scalar quantity :

The totaI pressure may be expressed in a more
explicit form, with TO = X-I. - vector linking the
field point with the source element, p - angle
between the normal to the surface element n and
the velocity vector v, y - angle between n and the
direction To of the field point.

p{x,t)= l [p! V{Xo,t)cosp(xo)·g(ro,t)

+ p(Xo,t ).-4- g(ro,t ).cosy(x, xol~tl:(xo)aro
It is easy to show that the above formula can be

transformed to the well-known form of Kirchhoff
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integral formuła with, however, one modification.
The modification consists in the surface orientarion
that is neither totally outwards nor outwards but is
aIways towards the observer, i.e. towards the eon-
cemed field point.

p(x,t)= ~ [- ~p{xo,t).g<ro,t)

+ p{xo,t). !g{ro,t) ]d1:(xo)
(14)

Usually the secondary sources are named mono-
pole and dipole ones that alIows us to wńte :

p~,t)= Pm(x,t)+ Pd(X,t) (15)

and to calculate separately the monopole and dipole
contributions, Le. movement induced pressure and
deformation induced one.

The above approach to the secondary radiation is
applied below to the calculation of the classical
problem [9] that was the subject of polemics be-
tween Fresnel and Poisson [2].

7. Time-domain Impulse Approacb

It can be shown that time-domain impuIse ap-
proach is particularly useful when time-space
phenomena are analysed [9]. The convolution
produet, calculated over a limited time domain, of
the Dirac delta distribution and a regular function
A(t) gives the result being the original function
limited to the domain:

u••

jA\{uIH(u-um}-H(U-UM )~(t-u)a'u (16)

=AJ{tlH{t-um}-H(t-uM )]
(12)

Above, H(t) denotes the Heaviside unit step
function. When replacing the delta distribution with
its time deńvative, the result is a linear combination
of the function time deńvative defined over the
respective domain, and two delta distributions
related to the function values in moments reIated to
the time domain limits.

(13)

Um

'"= J(A2{ulH(u-um}-H{u-uM )])5'(t-u)a'u



=A2' (tlH{t-um }-H(t-UM)] (17)

+[A2(um»-(t-um }-A2(UM»-{t-UM)]

The above "friendly" features of the operation of
eonvolution with the delta distribution lead to
analytic and exact form of the solutions in the eases
where harmonie approach gives mere approximate
results.

8. PIane Wave Propagation

The piane wave is a solution of the wave equa-
tion when assurning dependence on mere one Carte-
sian eoordinate. Its mathematical form is obvious -
the wave of arbitrary shape ehanges its position with
the velocity of propagation. However, the mecha-
nism of propagation from near to near is not elear
[5], and another approaeh is needed when looking
for its explanation. Below, sueh an approach is
presented, making use of the seeondary radiation
from the front of the impulse wave that is "frozen"
in a given moment. In fact, sueh a wave is redueed
to its proper front.

The form of the impulse pressure wave erossing
the piane z=O is as follows :

p(z,t)=Po tJ(t)

The monopole- and dipole-like terms can be ex-
pressed, respeetively, in the following form:

( )_ 11p'(p,t) o[t-,(p)] ..��.(_)Pm z,t - - --* (P) u�� Xo4n c r

=~ r21r I"'0'~-,(p)] d d'"
41Z"C2.h.b ,(P) p P 'f'

and

pAz,t)= 4~ 1p(p,t)*{ 8[~~~)]

8'~-r(P)]} (__ _\~,_ )
+ cr(p) cos n, x - Xo JU""\Xo

=J!JL ~ r~ o[t-r(p)]
41Z"C2 .b ~ r2(p) (20)

8'[t-T(P)]} d dt'-
+ r(p) p p 'f'

The integration consists in replacing space van-
ables by the time of f1ight distances and calculating,
in the time domain, the integrai of eonvołution with
the Dirae delta distribution

The resultant monopole eontribution is of a very
simpłe form :

The dipole contribution being a bit more compli-
cated, the finał result is the same.

pAz,t)= ~ r[:~8(t-1')+ 1'; 8'(t-1')Y1'

=; [;;H(t-,z)+( T; H(t-,z)}] (22)

= Po [!.LH(t-, )-!.LH(t-, )+!.Lo(t-, )]
2 t2 z t2 z J z

= ~ o(t-rz)

(18)

It should be notieed that the condition sine qua
non for obtaining sueh a simpłe result, is to maintain
every term during the whole analysis and not to
apply usual approximations (eg. negleeting terms
decreasing with squared distance).

It is not diffieult to show that the two contribu-
tions having the following signs in the upstream
region:

Pm(z-,t)= -Pm(z+ ,t)
Pd{z- ,t)= +Pd{z+,t) (23)

eompensate each other behind the wavefront:

(19) p(z-,t}= Pm(z- ,t)+ Pd(z-,t}
Po Po (24)

=2:0(t-Tz)-2:0(t-rz) = O

Fig.l ilIustrates the phenomenon of one way,
forward-only propagation, without any walce behind.

P.(I) ~PĄI) ~P(t)

P~ Po

t. t t. t

Fig. l. Monopole- and dipole-like contributions,
and the total pressure in the field point s x: aj in
front of the impulse wavefront and b) - behind it.
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9. Spherical Wave Propagation

The same method can be used to caIeulate the
field in front of and behind the front of spherieaI
wave, "frozen" in a given moment.

The calculations of the field are longer in this
case, and the details can not be presented here.
However, the results remain relatively simple, viz.:

Pm(t)=!J ±~[H(f-Um)-H(t-uM )]12z1 TO ~

± ~: ([o(t-Um)-O(t-UM)>>

pAf)-PS {=t-!.-[H(t-Um)-H(t-UM )]1
2z TO ~

+ Ps {[o(t-um)=i=O(t-UM)>>
2z

The above results are ilIustrated in Fig ..2.

Fig. 2. Monopole and dipole-like contribtaions,
and the total pressure in the field points x a) up-
stream and b) downstream the spherical impulse
wavefront.

10. Conclusion

The approach presented in the paper has the ad-
vantage of analysing the wave phenomena directly
in the time-space domain, with the use of impulse,
unipolar waveforms. In such a case it is elear that the
forward-only propagation of the wave can not be the
result of interference (constructive in front and
destructive behind the wavefront) combined with the
seeondary sourees direetivity. - as it was assumed
for harmonie waves by Huyghens, admitted, finally,
by Fresnel, and is still suggested in textbooks.
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(25)

Fresnel's hypothesis remaining crueial for under-
standing the mechanism of the forward-only wave
propagation, it bas been proved by the present
author.

It has been demonstrated that the conservative
behaviour of acoustic wave (conservation of the
direction of propagation and of the shape) is due to
the dynamie balanee between elastie deformation of
the medium and inertia of particle movement.

The waves as the produet of secondary radiation
from their proper front - these original resuIts
eonform the intuitive description given by Fresnel
and are the mathematieaI proof asked for by Poisson,
covering both pIane and spherieaI wave case. Proba-
bly, construction of such a proof was impossible
before the development of the caIculus of distribu-
tion [10]. In any case, no such proofbas been found
in the frame ofharmonic approaeh.

Moreover, it becomes elear that new wave pos-
tulated by Huyghens appears in these points onły,
where the dynamie bałance between two types of
secondary sources is broken and one type of sources
dominates over the other. Otherwise speaking, realły
new waves - scattered or reflected ones, are created
always and on/y at boundaries of medium inhomo-
geneity.

(26)

(27)
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